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Drum Chipper
PTH 40.70 MULTICUT Serie
Wood chipper with multi-knivessystem drum
and big feeding hopper
GREENLINE

PTH 40.70 MULTICUT

PTH 40.70 MULTICUT

PTH 40.70 MULTICUT joins to the established
range of Pezzolato’s drum chippers with closed
drum. It’s a drum chipper equipped with “open”
drum on which are mounted eight knives. This
cutting system can reach high trunk’s diameters
requiring not excessive powers. The machine
keeps the particularly robust structure of
Pezzolato’s drum chippers, ensuring reliability

Space saving during transportation

and excellent performances.The amplitude of
the loading mouth, the maximum inlet passage
is 640 x 400 mm, allows to introduce easily
voluminous material by mechanical means.
The loading mouth is resealable to give greater
compactness to the machine during transport.
For manual feeding the chipper is equipped
with a robust safety bar that provides safety

Big feeding hopper
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using the machine. A large horizontal roller with
pawls supported by a belt placed in the inner
part of the hopper allow to insert the material
easily.
The electronic device “No stress” with counter
hours, automatically regulating the in-feed of
material according to the available power. The
calibration grid is interchangeable and allows
to define the chip size and ensures that chip is

Multi-knives system drum

uniform and homogeneous. The fan with a large
diameter allows to eject the chips through the
discharge
pipe fitted, at the end, of adjustable deflector.
It can be powered by the PTO tractor or by
autonomous engine (Diesel,
electric). The possible arrangements are:
stationary, low or high speed trailers, 3 point
hitch attachment.

These chippers guarantees the production of calibrated chips
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PTO machine (std model)

Low speed towing trailer

Recovering collecting screws, with
different size holes, easy to replace
Radio or cable remote control, to
manage the chippers main activities at a
distance
Removable security bar, for hand or
crane feeding
Hydraulic orientation (deflector rotation
and direction) discharge tube

Feeding chain with hooks
for crane feeding

Feeding chain without hooks and
security bar for hand or crane feeding

Low- or high-speed towing trailer, with
air or hydraulic brakes
Forestry cranes, with or without cabin,
in customized configuration
Stationary version with electric motor
Feeding chain along the entire hopper
to make easier the feeding with bulky
material
Hydraulic traction, to easily move the
Green Line
Red Linepaths Plank Line
machine
in impervious
Discharge belt, to obtain better quality
chips
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TECHNICAL DATA

PTH 40.70 MULTICUT

Maximum chipping diameter (soft wood)

mm

400

Maximum chipping dimater (hard wood)

mm

300

Drum width

mm

640

Drum diameter

mm

520

Maximum inlet passage

mm

640 x 400

n°

8

m3/h

15 - 20

Minimum tractor power

Hp

70

Maximum tractor power

Hp

130

Weight PTO machine (std model)

Kg

2900

Knives
Hourly troughthput
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NO STRESS electronic device, available
on all standard machines, automatically
regulates the in-feed of material according
to the available power

Progress and constant research may modify some technical data and descriptions as described in this leaflet, without Pezzolato SpA warning its readers.

EXTRAS AND CONFIGURATIONS

